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the Center will continue to benefit from his knowledge and experience
as he fills the Past President role on the Board.
I also want to recognize Kathi Campbell, previous Past President, for
all her efforts in keeping the Center on track during these tumultuous
times. Again, the Center will continue to benefit from her service
as she stays involved as the Volunteer Coordinator for our Kitchen
Services. Other changes:

•.John Walker, a former Board member and the Center’s go to
maintenance engineer (volunteer), has agreed to join the Board as we
continue our transition.
•.Lou Ann Sharkey will serve as Volunteer Coordinator for the Front
Office/Receptionist functions (Monday-Friday 9-3).
•.Pat Janes will serve as the Volunteer Coordinator for the Underground
Thrift Store (open Mon-Sat 10:00-3:00)
•.Jackie Ybarra is our new Executive Chef in charge of providing the
“grab-and-go” lunch drive thru served every weekday from 11:30-12:30.
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KITCHEN VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
MSC is looking for volunteers to
assist with our “grab and go” lunch
program. We need help with set up,
meal prep, food service, and general
clean up.
Time commitment: 3.5 hours for 1 or
more days a week.
Please contact Kathi Campbell
Volunteer Coordinator 406-543-7154.
Thank You!
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ARE VIRTUAL PHYSICIAN VISIT
A GOOD OPTION FOR SENIORS?

No more waiting: If you feel like
your physician is always running

and actress in Australia. The novel
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Convenience factor: There’s no

patient in person.

STAY IN TOUCH!
Did you find this article interesting
and helpful? Bookmark our site
and stop back soon! We share
new resources and information
dedicated to helping older adults
live their best lives throughout the
month.
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is recorded as journal entries, and
the writing style is characteristic of
speech patterns of that time, and
therefore, somewhat challenging,
but not impossible to understand.
Having spent time in the Fijian
Islands in recent years, I was struck
by how similar her descriptions of
making itbeautiful
easier
lushTechnology
jungles andis strikingly
to
access
a
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And
that
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a
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should
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as
wellareasjust
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the interaction between that culture
and that of colonizing Europeans.
I returned from Australia last
February at the onset of the Covid
pandemic here and like most of you, I
have experienced prolonged isolation.
I am grateful for being able to travel
to those countries before they, more
or less, blocked out foreign travel,
but I sorely miss my daughter, and
a special little granddaughter, Ruby,
who is part Fijian. I appreciate the
deeper understanding these stories
have provided me of far away places
I’ve had the opportunity to visit. Since
none of these books were published
in the U.S., it is highly unlikely they
can be found in the Senior Bookstore
Center, but just wait.... I am keen on
sharing good books and just may
make a donation!
.......................................... Marcia Dias

ARE VIRTUAL PHYSICIAN VISITS
A GOOD OPTION FOR SENIORS?

is especially true for seniors who
have given up driving and those
who live in a rural community
without a physician’s office nearby.
Easy-to-use technology allows the
patient and physician to talk faceto-face from a distance.
No contact with sick people:
Physician waiting rooms can
be a source of germs, especially
during cold and flu season. For an
older adult with a chronic health
condition, being exposed to those
bugs can be dangerous. Virtual
physician visits can prevent a
senior from being subjected to
harmful viruses.

Photo of ‘Ruby’--Fiji/Australia, great
granddaughter of Ruby Wood,
longtime member of MSC.
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S E N I O R NhUe Ta Rl tI hT I O N
SENIORS AND ANEMIA
It is estimated that one in 10 people over
the age of 65 is anemic. Anemia is the most
common blood disorder and a serious medical
condition, although many patients may mistake
its symptoms for daily fatigue and stress. In
fact, many patients do not realize that they are
anemic until they take a blood test.

a more serious underlying medical condition,
such as cancer or kidney disease,” says Nancy
Berliner, M.D., president of the American Society
of Hematology.

“It is very important to consult your doctor if
you suspect you are anemic, because even
mild anemia may be linked to other diseases
requiring treatment. Furthermore, in order
to properly treat the anemia, it is important
to understand what is causing it.”

Because anemia occurs when your body lacks
sufficient healthy red blood cells to transport
oxygen to your organs and tissues, it can make
you feel tired and weak. Other symptoms
include shortness of breath, pale or yellow skin,
dizziness, cold hands or feet, and headaches.

For more information, visit
www.bloodthevitalconnection.org.
(Courtesy of NewsUSA)

As people age, the risk of developing anemia
increases. “While anemia can sometimes be the
result of poor nutrition, it can also be a sign of
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H E A LT H & W E L L N E S S
ARE VIRTUAL PHYSICIAN VISITS
A GOOD OPTION FOR SENIORS?
Technology is making it easier
to access a physician. And that
access can happen from the
privacy of your own living room.
It’s called a virtual physician
visit, and here’s what seniors
should know.

ADVANTAGES OF VIRTUAL
PHYSICIAN VISITS
Why should you consider a virtual
physician visit for yourself or a
senior loved one? Here are a few of
the advantages:
Convenience factor: There’s no
doubt about it, virtual physician
visits are just more convenient. This
is especially true for seniors who
have given up driving and those
who live in a rural community
without a physician’s office nearby.
Easy-to-use technology allows the
patient and physician to talk faceto-face from a distance.

late, you aren’t alone. It can be
stressful and aggravating to be
stuck sitting in the waiting room
for a long period of time. When you
schedule a virtual physician visit,
you do the waiting at home where
you can watch television, read a
book, or just relax.

No contact with sick people:
Physician waiting rooms can
be a source of germs, especially
during cold and flu season. For an
older adult with a chronic health
condition, being exposed to those
bugs can be dangerous. Virtual
physician visits can prevent a
senior from being subjected to
harmful viruses.

Access to more physicians:
Another advantage of a virtual
physician visit is greater access to
doctors. A senior who has a chronic
health condition that requires a
specialist might not have access to
one nearby and may need to travel
a great distance to see that doctor.
A virtual visit can help bring the
patient and the physician together
more often.

More attention from the doctor:
Patients who’ve utilized virtual visit
options say they feel like they get
more of their doctor’s attention.
It may be that the physician has
fewer distractions when they are
connecting via video, allowing
them to focus more fully on their
patient.

DISADVANTAGES OF VIRTUAL
PHYSICIAN VISITS

No more waiting: If you feel like
your physician is always running

Technology requirements: What
technology is required and how

While the benefits of virtual
physician visits for seniors are
numerous, there are a few
disadvantages to know about.
Here are a few factors to take in to
consideration:

JUNE
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expensive is it? Also, ask the
physician’s staff what happens if
you run in to technical issues. Is
someone available to help?
Internet access: While most
urban communities have a variety
of internet service providers, that
might not be true for seniors in
rural communities. Make sure you
understand what is available and if
it meets the virtual physician visit
technology requirements.
Limited examination: Although
virtual visits work well for minor
conditions, they may not be helpful
enough for more serious problems
or for when lab work is needed.
Also, some doctors may not feel
comfortable making a definitive
diagnosis without seeing the
patient in person.

STAY IN TOUCH!
Did you find this article interesting
and helpful? Bookmark our site
and stop back soon! We share
new resources and information
dedicated to helping older adults
live their best lives throughout the
month.
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Technology is making it easier
to access a physician. And that
access can happen from the
privacy of your own living room.
It’s called a virtual physician
visit, and here’s what seniors
should know.
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MEATLOAF MONDAY

Meatloaf Monday
Fries, Fruit, Dessert

TACO TUESDAY

Taco Tuesday!
Chef's Delight!

Meatloaf Mondays!
Taco Salad Beef,
Sandwich Chips Fruit Assorted
Desert
Vegetables, Chips
Salsa.

20

Pork Carnitas,
Cheese, Refried
Beans, Mexican
Rice, Dessert, Fruit

19

Meatloaf Mondays!
Meatloaf, Rice,
Vegetable, Fruit,
Desert

**MENU IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

ENJOY

06

05

WEDNESDAY

07

31

ITALIAN WEDNESDAY

28
Spaghetti Garlic
EVOO Butter,
Parmesan Chicken
Fruit, Desert

21

Spaghetti Roasted
Garlic Marinara,
Garlic Bread.
Spumoni Ice cream

14

Pepperoni PIZZA!
Garden Salad
Croutons, Fruit,
Desert

Bread, Spumoni ice
scream

Spaghetti w/Meat
Bean 3-Cheese
Burrito, LTO Salad, Sauce, Salad
Salsa n Chips, Jello Croutons Garlic

30

TUESDAY

29

Meatloaf Mondays!
Meatloaf Mashed
Vegetable, Fruit,
Dessert
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2021 April
01
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SALAD THURSDAY

29
Chef Salad and
Soup Sous Choice
Dessert and Fruit

22
Chicken, Cheese
Apple Salad w/
Croutons Dessert

15

30

23

SANDWICH FRIDAY

Bacon Cheese
Burger & Fries
Dessert

BLT Sandwich
Pea Salad
Apple Sauce
Dessert

16

09

02

Ham n Cheese
Sandwich w/ Potato
Chips
Pumpkin Soup

Bacon Cheese
Burger & Fries

FRIDAY

Tuna Salad,
Fish Sandwich n
Croutons,
Chips (Steak Fries)
MacNCheese, Fruit, Macaroni Cheese
Dessert
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Caesar Salad,
Croutons Soup,
Sous Choice, Apple
Sauce, Dessert

Chef Salad and
Soup Sous Choice
Dessert and Fruit

THURSDAY
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ADVANTAGES OF VIRTUAL
PHYSICIAN VISITS

Why should you consider a virtual
physician visit for yourself or a
senior loved one? Here are a few of
the advantages:

Convenience factor: There’s no
doubt about it, virtual physician
visits are just more convenient. This
is especially true for seniors who
have given up driving and those
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n upcoming 1-hour Virtual Falls Prevention Workshop will review
preventative measures that any person can take to prevent falls.
This includes strengthening exercises, home modifications, and
strategies to build self-confidence. Falls can be harmful for anyone
in the community. They are costly, can cause traumatic or longis making
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to
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in and
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the fall semester with Missoula Aging Services. Stephanie has 17
years of experience as a Care Partner in a variety of home settings.
She plans to continue her education to become an Occupational
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doubt
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pre-registration is required.
late, you aren’t alone. It can be

expensive is it? Also, ask the
physician’s staff what happens if
you run in to technical issues. Is

No contact with sick people:
Physician waiting rooms can
be a source of germs, especially
during cold and flu season. For an
older adult with a chronic health
condition, being exposed to those
bugs can be dangerous. Virtual
physician visits can prevent a
senior from being subjected to
harmful viruses.
More attention from the doctor:
Patients who’ve utilized virtual visit
options say they feel like they get
more of their doctor’s attention.
It may be that the physician has
fewer distractions when they are
connecting via video, allowing
them to focus more fully on their
patient.
No more waiting: If you feel like
your physician is always running
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late, you aren’t alone. It can be
stressful and aggravating to be
stuck sitting in the waiting room

visits are just more convenient. This
is especially true for seniors who
have given up driving and those
who live in a rural community
without a physician’s office nearby.
Easy-to-use technology allows the
patient and physician to talk faceto-face from a distance.

ARE VIRTUAL PHYSICIAN VISITS
A GOOD OPTION FOR SENIORS?

Technology is making it easier
to access a physician. And that
access can happen from the
privacy of your own living room.
It’s called a virtual physician
visit, and here’s what seniors
should know.

VIRTUAL PHYSICIAN VISITS
A GOOD OPTION FOR SENIORS?

stressful and aggravating to be
stuck sitting in the waiting room
for a long period of time. When you
schedule a virtual physician visit,
you do the waiting at home where
you can watch television, read a
book, or just relax.

expensive is it? Also, ask the
physician’s staff what happens if
you run in to technical issues. Is
someone available to help?
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Medicare? Ask us!

Internet access: While most
urban communities have a variety
of internet service providers, that
might not be true for seniors in
rural communities. Make sure you
understand what is available and if
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A GOOD OPTION FOR SENIORS?
Technology is making it easier
to access a physician. And that
access can happen from the
privacy of your own living room.
It’s called a virtual physician
visit, and here’s what seniors
should know.
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options say they feel like they get
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It may be that the physician has
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them to focus more fully on their
patient.
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No more waiting: If you feel like
your physician is always running
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expensive is it? Also, ask the
physician’s staff what happens if
you run in to technical issues. Is
someone available to help?
Internet access: While most
urban communities have a variety
of internet service providers, that
might not be true for seniors in
rural communities. Make sure you
understand what is available and if
it meets the virtual physician visit
technology requirements.
Limited examination: Although
virtual visits work well for minor
conditions, they may not be helpful
enough for more serious problems
or for when lab work is needed.
Also, some doctors may not feel
comfortable making a definitive
diagnosis without seeing the
patient in person.

STAY IN TOUCH!
Did you find this article interesting
and helpful? Bookmark our site
and stop back soon! We share
new resources and information
dedicated to helping older adults
live their best lives throughout the
month.
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MISSOULA SENIOR CENTER MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION: NEW & RENEWAL
*MSC Annual Memberships are now valid until December 31, 2021*

Circle which applies: NEW MEMBER
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Name_______________________________________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________
City______________________________________________State ___________________ Zip_______________
Phone____________________________________________Birth Date__________________________________
Emergency Contact__________________________________________Phone ___________________________
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